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Abstract:Since 2010, the Digital Sector or the Information and Communications Sector have expanded the 

scope of industries towards traditional industries, which include manufacturing industries. New information and 

communication technologies ICT: cloud, analytics, digital twins, artificial intelligence, cyber-physical systems 

generate the digital transformation of existing technologies to digitalization. This adds connectivity and 

intelligence to physical (mechanical and electronical) devices. Literature review shows the degree of adoption of 

ICT varies amongst industries, where digital transformation has a lower gap in technologically advanced 

industries compared to traditional manufacturing methods. A case study about a process manufacturing plant in 

the agricultural business is presented, where physical conversion and logistics processes are complemented and 

digitally transformed by ICT.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The wood pellet market is booming in Europe. The EU 2020 policy targets renewable energy 

sources and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction are among the main drivers. Today’s 

manufacturing operations integrate resources in a more complex manner and global scale. Such levels 

of scale and complexity require extensive collaboration. 

The aim of our paper is to introduce new systems that will have an impact on the production of 

the bale chopper that will start from the 3D model of the bale chopper that will be made in a CAD 

program after that will be used a system like a cloud manufacturing that will provide all the 

information from the CAD modeling through the CAM procedure to create the bale chopper and after 

that also by the cloud manufacturing all the information that the bale chopper will give us will be 

analyzed and if a problems came through we will know and we will be able to fix the problems in a 

short time. 

By introducing cloud manufacturing in our process we will be able to centralize all the 

information also will make the process to be scalable because it will be the main pilon for the growth 

of products and duction, and centralize data between machines or even facilities for long-term 

strategic analysis. 

In our situation, using reverse engineering will help us to study some old parts that were used a 

long time ago the older pieces from the entire process, and make them even better and also easy to 

produce. 

Cyber manufacturing is a transformative system that translates data from the interconnected 

system into predictive and prescriptive operations to achieve resilient performance [1, 2].  

The impact of Industry 4.0 in our situation of optimization will give us a positive answer to the 

questions about productivity, data processing, industrial connectivity, predictive engineering, and 

sustainability. It will also be a step ahead in the digitalization of all resources that are in need to 
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implement a production system. „Industry 4.0 thus represents the new wave in the technological 

evolution of production, stimulating more and more companies to meet the new standards set by a 

constantly changing market, by transforming production units into "smart factories"” [1].  

2. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROCESS 

Constructive solutions that are already in use in our factory [3, 4, 5]:  

 

Figure 1. Bale shredder 

The round bale chopper TB160E is intended for chopping straw, hay, alfalfa bales with a 

maximum bale diameter of 1200 mm. It is driven by a 22 kw main motor and a 1.1 kw gearmotor. The 

production capacity is 1300 kg/h. The size of the mince is 2-5 cm. Road technical data: - road 

diameter=1600mm; road length=1250 mm - road plate thickness=3 mm; drum rotations/min=7 - 

chassis made of straight profile 60x40x4 - the drum is driven by two trapezoidal belts 5182mm x 

17mm. Engine technical data: - main engine= 22 kw; gear motor = 1.1 kw; gear motor speed=60 - the 

motor is operated by a star-delta type switch, and the secondary one by a single-position switch. - the 

motors are powered by three-phase current - three-phase power cable of 6 mm x 4000 mm. 

The existing knife model comprises the hammer mill intended for grinding straw, hay, alfalfa and 

plant residues. Production capacity is 1000 kg/h. Equipped with a 22 kw motor with star-delta 

operation. It has 36 hammers for grinding It has a sieve of 6 mm. Equipped with a discharge cyclone. 

Feeding auger intended for transporting the raw material from the hammer mill to the aerodynamic 

dryer, having L 4500 mm x Ø 140 mm, equipped with a 2.2 kw gear motor, a 1.2 mc collection tank 

and a frequency converter. 

This research studies the use of cyber manufacturing, cloud manufacturing, reverse engineering, 

and industry 4.0, in their part of the optimization of the manufacturing and product design of bale 

choppers.   

From what is already known, production means the creation of a new concept that will 

revolutionize the present situation in production. 

This economic profitability and time management are determined by our four types of 

techniques: cloud, cyber manufacturing, reverse engineering, Industry 4.0.   

The modern manufacturing industry is exposed to high competitiveness at a global scale and 

largely variable demands, which negatively affect manufacturing resource efficiency. 

Further will refer to four main paradigms and directions in modern manufacturing that were 

applied for the modernization and optimization of our existing technological line at Cenei: reverse 

engineering [6], cloud manufacturing [7, 8], cyber manufacturing [9, 10, 11, 13],Industry 4.0 [9, 10, 

11, 12, 13] 
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3. EMPIRICAL DATA ANALYSIS 

3.1. Reverse Engineering 

Reverse engineering [6] in manufacturing and engineering is used for a wide variety of reasons. 

By taking apart engineering equipment or a manufactured product and discovering the materials it is 

made from and how it works, we can help a business determine and improve production processes, 

enhance product effectiveness, and protect patents.  

To remain competitive, the industry is continually searching for new methods to evolve its 

products. This need is addressed by introducing a new reverse engineering, redesign methodology, 

formulating the customer needs, followed by reverse engineering, creating a functional model through 

teardowns. The functional model leads to specifications that match the customer’s needs. 

Reverse engineering has become the answer for industrial manufacturers seeking cost savings. 

3.2. Cloud manufacturing  

The modern manufacturing industry [7, 8] is exposed to high competitiveness at a global scale 

and largely variable demands, which negatively affect manufacturing resource efficiency.  

 

Figure 2. General scheme of cloud manufacturing 

 

Cloud manufacturing is emerging as a new manufacturing paradigm as well as an integrated 

technology, which is promising in transforming today’s manufacturing industry towards servicE-

oriented, highly collaborative, and innovative manufacturing in the future. An application case of a 

private cloud manufacturing system for a conglomerate is presented.  

The cloud platform collects the manufacturing services requests from customers and offers from 

suppliers and processes them via intelligent decision-making algorithms to find the best 

manufacturing solution according to the user’s needs. 

3.3. Cyber manufacturing 

Cyber manufacturing is a transformative concept that involves the translation of data from 

interconnected systems into predictive and prescriptive operations to achieve resilient performance. It 

intertwines industrial big data and smart analytics to discover and comprehend invisible issues for 

decision-making. This paper introduces a fundamental framework and architecture for cyber 

manufacturing systems [2]. 
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Figure 3. Scheme of how cyber manufacturing is working 

 

Cyber manufacturing evolved from e-manufacturing, which is a systematic methodology that 

enables manufacturing operations to successfully integrate with the functional objectives of an 

enterprise through the use of tether-free (i.e. Internet, wireless, web, etc.) communication and 

predictive technologies [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. 

3.4. Industry 4.0 

The Industry 4.0 proposal is considered a revolution in the industry, based on cyber-physical 

systems, and the fourth such revolution in history. This revolution succeeds in the first industrial 

revolution, steam (1700 – 1860); assembly line (1870-1969); automation (1969-2020). Industry 4.0 is 

scheduled from 2020 onwards [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. 

Industry 4.0 was proposed and adopted as part of the German Government high-tech strategy 

action plan for 2020. The key promoters of Industry 4.0 are the Industrie 4.0 working group and 

Plattform Industrie 4.0. They describe the Industry 4.0 vision, the inherent basic technologies, and 

scenarios for its implementation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The main objective of this study is to find a more efficient way to optimize the manufacturing 

and product design of a bale chopper for pellets and briquets, using new technologies like cyber 

manufacturing, cloud, reverse engineering, and Industry 4.0. 

4.1. Reverse Engineering 

The goal is to create a copy of the bale chopper so we can adapt it to all kinds of dimensions of 

pelletizing machines. In this case, it will be used drawings where, for example, we have 5 holes with a 

6mm diameter that will be constrained in such a way that the head of the machine can have a 10mm 

or 30mm diameter hole and we will be able to adapt the machine to that diameter. So in this case, for 

example, we can have a man that builds the machine in Oradea but we are a little far away from that 

City, and we won’t need to buy the machine from there if we can build it here in Timisoara, we will 

have the plans of the machines and what it will be needed to build it and we can build it here, just by 

using the reverse engineering methods that will allow us to save time and money. 
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Figure 4. Reverse engineering 

 

In our situation, using reverse engineering will help us to study some old parts that were used a 

long time ago of the bale chopper or pieces from the entire process and make them even better and 

easy to produce. 

 

Figure 5. Life cycle of the factory 

4.2. Cloud manufacturing 

The technician in charge of the equipment is mandatory to be near the devices, by applying the 

cloud manufacturing technique it is a step in the future to process automation, it will be a resource-

saving, a time saving and increase productivity 

By introducing cloud manufacturing in our process, we will be able to centralize all the 

information and also will make the process to be scalable because it will be the main pilon for the 

growth of the production, centralizing data between machines or even facilities for long-term strategic 

analysis. 

For example, if in normal situations, the process will need 2h of work just in by a physical man, 

now it will be a 2h of work on the entire process without the need to be there. 
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4.3. Cyber manufacturing 

 

Figure 6. Cyber manufacturing system 

 

For this situation, this production process has the idea of a virtual copy of the production to 

support the life cycle of products, this will enable the control system to compensate or responsible 

personnel to intervene at the right time on the right assets. It will allow having an idea of the time 

movement, all types of costs of the production line, and how much the production consumes of the 

finished goods, by doing that, will allow optimizing the production process permanently. 

A big first step will be about the configuration of the product line in the plant that will have a big 

impact on a scalable situation in the plant, but also about the efficiency between cycles. 

4.4. Industry 4.0 

Industry 4.0 offers increased flexibility, mass customization, and individualization, increased 

speed, improved quality, increased productivity, and allows companies to face various challenges 

such as increasingly individualized products, shortened time to market, and high product quality. [14] 

Industry 4.0 will make it possible to gather and analyze data across machines, enabling faster, 

more flexible, and more efficient processes to produce higher-quality goods at reduced costs.  

In Cenei’s Industry, the technician has to load the shredder with material that is needed to obtain 

a pellet or a briquette. 

The technician from Cenei- needs to have the straw in the shredder. After that with the use of 

sensors, some sensors for reading pellets (the silo has reached such capacity (as defined), we 

disconnect the mill, through a microprocessor. When he has 2 silos with matter A and matter B, he 

will mix them in the mixer, and they mix according to the required recipe, you let go of several kg. 

The process described can be done automatically with a sensor. The technician has nothing else to do 

only to put the straw in the bale chopper. In case of it has not reached the optimum humidity, it is 

necessary to add more water, and when the composition achieved the optimum humidity for 

palletization (around 10%), send the raw material (through a hose to the pellet press), and turn on the 

pellet bale chopper. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents four applications of an integrated cyber-physical system for cloud 

manufacturing. The developed functionalities for remote monitoring and control, distributed process 

planning, model-guided remote assembly, and active collision avoidance for human-robot 

collaboration can be wrapped as cloud services. Future work will include function improvement, 
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testing, and embedding the four strategies into assembly plans so that the behavior of a robot matches 

the nature of a task for seamless human-robot collaborative assembly. 

All benefits that are obtained by using cyber manufacturing, cloud manufacturing, reverse 

engineering, and industry 4.0 has an impact on improvement in the entire area of plant production and 

manufacturing of the optimizing of the production and design of a bale chopper for pellets and 

briquettes 

The most important contribution of the paper is the opportunity of using new technologies like 

these four that are presented in this paper that have an impact on scalable manufacturing, 

manufacturing schedule duration, and costs that are needed to manufacture bale choppers for pellets 

and briquettes.  
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